FANCY DRESS COMPETITION
28/01/16

1 ROSE
- AARCHA MANOJ (1ST)
- AMEY NEEKHRA (2ND)
- KAASHVI SINGH (3RD)
- RHEA JOHN (SPECIAL)

1 TULIP
- SHIVEN CHATE (1ST)
- RUGVED BHANDIGARE (2ND)
- SNEHA SRIDHAR (3RD)
- ANANYA CHANDEL (SPECIAL)
- ARNAV LIMAYE (SPECIAL)

1 LILY
- KAVYA RAMANI (1ST)
- KOKILA PANDE (2ND)
- RIDDHESH BAIKAR (3RD)
- RITISHA MISHRA (SPECIAL)
- SAMANVITA MUDILI (SPECIAL)

1 ASTER
- LAVANYA BARTAKKE (1ST)
- GARGI GODGHASE (2ND)
- KAVYA AGARWAL (3RD)
- MOHD. ARAFAT AATIF KHAN (SPECIAL)